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Abstract
Purpose: To address the limitations of spinal cord imaging at ultra-high field
(UHF) due to time-consuming parallel transmit (pTx) adjustments. This study
introduces calibration-free offline computed universal shim modes that can be
applied seamlessly for different pTx RF coils and spinal cord target regions,
substantially enhancing spinal cord imaging efficiency at UHF.
Methods: A library of channel-wise relative B+1 maps for the cervical spinal
cord (six datasets) and thoracic and lumbar spinal cord (nine datasets) was con-
structed to optimize transmit homogeneity and efficiency for these regions. A
tailored B0 shim was optimized for the cervical spine to enhance spatial mag-
netic field homogeneity further. The performance of the universal shims was
validated using absolute saturation based B+1 mapping and high-resolution 2D
and 3D multi-echo gradient-recalled echo (GRE) data to assess the image quality.
Results: The proposed universal shims demonstrated a 50% improvement in
B+1 efficiency compared to the default (zero phase) shim mode. B+1 homogeneity
was also improved by 20%. The optimized universal shims achieved performance
comparable to subject-specific pTx adjustments, while eliminating the need for
lengthy pTx calibration times, saving about 10 min per experiment.
Conclusion: The development of universal shims represents a significant
advance by eliminating time-consuming subject-specific pTx adjustments. This
approach is expected to make UHF spinal cord imaging more accessible and
user-friendly, particularly for non-pTx experts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ultra-high field MRI (UHF; ≥ 7T) has revolutionized the
field of human neuroimaging, offering unprecedented
spatial resolution and contrast compared to MRI scan-
ners operating at lower field strengths.1 This technolog-
ical advancement has been transformative in the study
of the central nervous system (CNS), particularly for
non-invasive diagnosis and longitudinal monitoring of
neurological disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS)2,3

and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).4 For instance,
early studies utilizing 7T MRI in the brain have demon-
strated its ability to visualize more lesions and provide
enhanced delineation of MS lesions, including the iden-
tification of the central vein sign, which was previously
undetectable with conventional imaging modalities. The
increased contrast and spatial resolution afforded by 7T
MRI have also enabled the detection of subtler changes
in MS pathology, allowing for a better characterization
of lesion formation, cortical damage, and inflammation
within the meninges.5

In recent years, the focus of 7T MRI research has
been extended toward the spinal cord (SC), recognizing
its involvement in a wide range of neurological disorders.6
One of the primary challenges associated with 7T MRI
in the SC is its anatomy (the SC measures approximately
450 mm in length and has a thin structure of nervous tissue
ranging from 6 to 12 mm thickness) and its position within
the vertebral column, necessitating high spatial resolution
and large FOVs. Unfortunately, the short wavelength of the
B+1 transmit field used at 7T causes spatially varying signal
loss and compromised image quality in such images.

Despite these challenges, cervical SC imaging at
UHF has been successfully demonstrated at exception-
ally high spatial resolutions of 0.3 mm in-plane (while
such sub-millimeter resolutions at 3T tend to be SNR lim-
ited)6 with 2D multi-echo gradient-recalled echo (GRE),7,8

T1/T2 weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE),7 functional MRI
(fMRI),9 DWI,10 or CEST11 at 7T and 2D multi-echo GRE
at 9.4T.12 While promising preliminary studies have been
conducted at 7T MRI in the thoracic and lumbar SC, for
example,13,14 systematic investigations remain limited due
to the required FOV, lack of dedicated RF coils, and a
stronger impact of the inhomogeneous B+1 transmit field
due to the larger body dimensions in lower SC regions, as
compared to the upper SC regions.6

The most flexible way to address the inhomogeneous
B+1 transmit field is through tailored RF pulse design in
combination with parallel transmission (pTx), a technique
exploiting the spatial differences in the complex B+1 fields
of the individual Tx channels of a multichannel pTx RF
coil.15 Although pTx was proposed more than 20 years ago,
a fundamental challenge of pTx in the human body is

its complex and time-consuming workflow that requires
trained MRI operators, hampering the wider use and,
therefore, the general progress of UHF MRI.15

The challenge of optimizing RF pulses for individual
subjects has been effectively addressed by pre-computed
dynamic universal pTx pulses (UP) in the human brain.16

UPs are generated by optimizing across a library of B+1
maps from multiple subjects and can be applied to novel
subjects without additional calibration, eliminating the
need for time-consuming calibration procedures. Their
effectiveness has inspired adaptations in other areas, such
as the development of universal RF shims for spec-
troscopy in the head,17 brain and C-spine,18 or dynamic
UPs in the heart19,20 and C-spine.21 Other calibration-free
approaches have been proposed for brain imaging, includ-
ing machine-learned slice-by-slice RF shims at 7T22 and
dynamic SmartPulses for liver imaging at 3T23 or the com-
bination of universal and tailored pulses for the brain at
7T.24,25

However, dynamic pTx is more sensitive to 𝛥B0 vari-
ations and often exhibits lower temporal B+1 efficiency
compared to static pTx (RF shimming) due to the use
of gradients to traverse through excitation k-space.15,26,27

These challenges are particularly pronounced in SC imag-
ing due to the lower B+1 efficiency of SC coils compared
to brain coils. Moreover, the curved SC anatomy makes it
challenging to effectively compensate for ΔB0 variations
using vendor-provided tailored ΔB0 shimming tools that
are typically limited to cuboids. An alternative is the use of
external custom ΔB0 shimming tools28 which offer more
flexibility, but come at the cost of increased adjustment
times. Otherwise, the measured ΔB0 variations can be
incorporated into the pTx pulse design15 or prospectively
compensated for using broadband pTx RF pulses.26

In this in-vivo study, we investigate the feasibility and
benefits of using universal RF shims (US) to optimize the
B+1 transmit and B+1 efficiency profiles in the cervical, tho-
racic, and lumbar spine. The US solutions are successfully
validated at 7T in three previously unexamined subjects,
covering the cervical and the thoracic/lumbar SC, respec-
tively.

2 METHODS

2.1 MR scanner hardware

MRI Scans were conducted on a 7T scanner (Magnetom
7T, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) using pTx
(step 2.3) using two commercial RF coils in two separate
experiments for the C-spine and TL-spine regions, respec-
tively. The first coil (MRI.Tools GmbH, Germany) was
tailored for neck imaging and consists of an eight-channel
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AIGNER et al. 3

posterior-only transmit/receive array used to image the
C-spine. The second coil (MRI.Tools GmbH, Germany)
was tailored for body imaging and consists of two seg-
ments, an anterior and a posterior segment, with 32 ele-
ments which were employed as an 8-channel transmit and
32-channel receive array used to image the TL-spine. Both
coils were certified to comply with IEC 60601-1 and IEC
60601-2-33 standards and approved for human use by the
local ethics board. Local specific absorption rate (SAR)
limits were incorporated by limiting the RF power of each
transmit channel as described in more detail in previous
works.27,29 MRI data reconstruction, manual selection of
SC ROIs, RF pulse design, tailored ΔB0 shimming, and
pulse file creation were performed offline on a worksta-
tion equipped with 12 cores, 2.1 GHz clock speed and
128 GB RAM. Besides tailored ΔB0 shimming, which was
performed in Python, all other tasks were performed in
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).

2.2 Subject information

MRI scans were performed on healthy subjects following
approval from an Institutional Review Board and writ-
ten informed consent. In total, 21 subjects (9 males and
12 females, aged 21–56 y, with body mass indexes (BMIs)
ranging from 18 to 35 kg/m2) were scanned in three dif-
ferent groups to create two library and an unseen test case
group. In the first library group (libCSpine), six different
subjects (four male and two female, 28–34 y, 18–27 kg/m2)
underwent MRI scans of the cervical spine to generate a B+1
library for offline tailored and universal shim (US) design.
In the second library group (libTLSpine), nine different
subjects (four male and five female, 26–56 y, 20–35 kg/m2)
underwent MRI scans of the torso to generate a B+1 library
for offline tailored and US design in the thoracolumbar

spine. The third group (testCTLSpine) included three pre-
viously unseen subjects (one male and two female, 27–32 y,
21 to 26 kg/m2) to test the two USs. These three subjects
underwent the same scan protocol as libCSpine and libTL-
Spine, with additional scans using the pre-calculated USs.
Tables 1 and 2 give an overview of all relevant sequence
parameters of this study.

2.3 Subject positioning

At the start of each scan, the subjects were positioned in
a standardized manner within the two RF coils. The neck
coil comprises an anatomically fitted coil housing with a
head casing that stabilizes the subject’s position in the coil.
After placing the subject in the neck coil, the isocenter was
set 5 cm above the chin in head direction. The body array
allows for more freedom when positioning the subject.
The posterior half of the coil was centered at the sub-
ject’s heart along the head-foot axis, while the anterior half
was adjusted based on anatomical landmarks, maintain-
ing a 2 cm gap between the coil and the subject’s chin. The
isocenter was set at a distance of 5 cm from the anterior coil
center in head direction. All subjects were instructed to
breathe normally and hold their breath in the inhale posi-
tion (which is more convenient and results in less artifacts
due to incomplete breath-holds based on our experience)
when instructed via the intercom.

2.4 𝚫B0 mapping and adjustment

Subject-specific ΔB0 mapping and shimming was
performed for the C-spine region using a 2D GRE
sequence with the following parameters: nom-
inal FA= 20◦, TE1/TE2/TR= 3.06/4.08/818 ms,

T A B L E 1 Sequence parameters of different B+1 mapping approaches.

Parameter Relative 3D Relative 2D Absolute 2D

TR (ms) 5 4 5000

TE (ms) 2.02 1.78 2.18

TA (s) 205 5 10

Nominal FA (◦) 20 15 8

Reference voltage (V) 170 170 170

FOV (mm3) 250× 312× 312 384× 224 384× 384

Voxelsize (mm3) 4× 4× 4 2× 2× 4 4.7× 4.7× 5

Bandwidth (kHz) 399 704 490

Spokes 256 - -

Target anatomy TL-spine C-spine C- and TL-spine
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4 AIGNER et al.

T A B L E 2 Sequence parameters of B0 mapping and Universal Shim (US) validation.

Parameter

2D GRE 2D GRE 3D GRE

B0 mapping US validation US validation

TR (ms) 818 40 27.69

TE (MS) 3.06/4.08 2.25/5.25/… /14.25 2.04/4.08/6.12

TA (S) 213 10 204

Nominal FA (◦) 20 30 10

Reference voltage (V) 170 170 170

FOV (mm3) 256× 256× 256 384× 244 352× 212× 192

Voxelsize (mm3) 2× 2× 2 1× 1× 2 1× 1× 1

Bandwidth (kHz) 601 620/620/… /620 646/646/646

Target anatomy C-spine TL-spine C-spine

FOV= 256× 256× 256 mm3, voxel size of 2× 2× 2 mm3,
and TA= 3 min 33 s. To enable ΔB0 mapping we have
exported the DICOM images to the above-mentioned
workstation which was connected to the MR console
via ethernet and that runs the Shimming-Toolbox.28

The regularization-based ΔB0 shimming process (using
a regularization parameter of 0.001) involved a series
of pre-processing steps: phase unwrapping using the
scikit-image software with a threshold of 0.05 to elimi-
nate phase ambiguity (<10 s), manual identification of
the SC centerline (∼1 min) and, automated cylindrical
mask generation encompassing a region of interest (ROI)
(d= 20 mm) around the SC centerline (<10 s). The last
two steps were performed with the Spinal Cord Toolbox.30

In total, tailored ΔB0 shimming up to the 2nd order could
be accomplished for the 3D C-spine volume in approxi-
mately 5 min for each of the three subjects. Substantial
respiratory motion artifacts in the 2D GRE data cover-
ing the TL-spine region prevented subject-specific ΔB0
mapping and shimming for the TL-spine region.

2.5 B+1 mapping and adjustment

Relative and absolute B+1 maps for pTx calculations were
acquired differently for the C-spine and TL-spine under
free-breathing conditions. For C-spine, 2D relative B+1
maps were acquired using a Cartesian gradient-echo
(GRE) sequence31 (nominal FA= 15◦, TE/TR= 1.78/4 ms,
FOV= 384× 224 mm2, voxel size= 2× 2× 4 mm3,
TA= 5 s). In TL-spine, 3D relative B+1 maps were
obtained for each subject using a radial phase-encoding
GRE scan (nominal FA= 20◦, TE/TR= 2.02/40 ms,
FOV= 250× 312× 312 mm3, voxel= 2× 2× 2 mm3,
TA= 3 min 25 s).29 After acquisition, the non-Cartesian
raw data were exported to a remote workstation for
reconstruction during the next MR scan, which took

approximately 2 min. The reconstructed, non-Cartesian
B+1 maps had an isotropic voxel size of 4 mm and exhibited
no visible motion-induced artifacts. The sum of magni-
tudes of the B+1 maps was employed to manually draw
a (ROI) encompassing the SC, using the 2D B+1 maps
to cover the vertebrae levels C1-C7 for C-spine and, in
average across all subjects, three sagittal 2D slices out of
the 3D B+1 maps to cover the vertebrae levels T1-L5 for
TL-spine. It took less than 1 min to manually mark the
ROIs in the sagittal orientation.27 Please note that only
the central sagittal 2D slice extracted from the 3D volume
was used to design and evaluate the different RF shims.
The ROIs were then utilized as a binary mask for tailored
and calibration-free pTx US pulse design.

Tailored and universal phase-only RF shims (US) were
optimized separately for the C- and for the TL-spine using
a training library of six and nine subjects, respectively. This
number is sufficient to cover inter-subject variations in SC
curvature or thickness. A full analysis of USs with a differ-
ent library size can be found in the Supporting Material.
The RF shim design aimed to balance homogeneity using
the coefficient of variation (CV):

CV = std

(||||||
Nc∑

ch=1
B+1,ch(r)bch

||||||ROI

)/
mean

(||||||
Nc∑

ch=1
B+1,ch(r)bch

||||||ROI

)

and the mean of the transmit efficiency in the manual
selected ROI (mean(|𝜂(r)|)ROI) using the spatial transmit
efficiency 𝜂(r):

𝜂(r) =
||||||

Nc∑
ch=1

B+1,ch(r)bch

||||||
/

Nc∑
ch=1

|||B+1,ch(r)
|||

based on channel-wise B+1 maps at different spatial loca-
tions r in the library combined with one global set of
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AIGNER et al. 5

complex RF phase factors bch = eiΦch for manually selected
SC ROIs. Note that the pulse design uses one scalar for
homogeneity (CV) and efficiency (𝜂 = mean(|𝜂(r)|)ROI)
whereas the later performed RF pulse evaluation uses
a voxel-based analysis of the efficiency (𝜂(r)) to assess
the spatial distribution of the B+1 efficiency. To compute
a US for multiple subjects, we aligned and stacked B+1
maps and SC ROIs from different subjects along the slice
direction. Unlike dynamic pTx pulse design, where slice
position influences the experienced gradient strength and
stacking requires precise alignment of slice positions,
static RF shimming eliminates the need for such intri-
cate alignment and facilitates straightforward stacking, for
example by setting B+1,ch = [B

+
1,ch,1,B

+
1,ch,2, … B+1,ch,Ns

] and
ROI =

[
ROI1,ROI2, … ROINs

]
with Ns being the number

of subjects in the design library.
The above-described RF shim design aims to optimize

two crucial parameters: the B+1 transmit homogeneity,
quantified by the CV, and the B+1 transmit efficiency 𝜂.
The CV quantifies the variation of B+1 across the ROI
and 𝜂 measures the efficiency of B+1 transmission. Ide-
ally, we strive for a low CV (indicating a uniform field
distribution) and a high 𝜂 (indicating efficient RF usage).
However, these parameters compete, and typically achiev-
ing a low CV comes at the expense of a lower 𝜂, and
vice versa. Therefore, when designing a cost function
used for optimization, these two terms are weighted
based on which parameter is more critical for the specific
application.

In this work, the utilized RF coils are B+1 -limited. Con-
sequently, we prioritize increasing the transmit efficiency
and weight the cost function accordingly. Here, the weight-
ing is 95% by η and 5% by CV. A full analysis of how differ-
ent cost function weightings affect the results is presented
in the results section. Due to the non-convex nature of the
optimization process and to reduce the chance of ending
up in an unfavorable local minimum, each optimization
was performed eight times (this number was set empiri-
cally to avoid local minima) with different pseudo-random
starting phases followed by an automated selection of the
best solution based on the lowest cost function value.
The computation times of the US were of the order
of 1 min.

Figure 1 shows B+1 transmit and B+1 efficiency profiles of
the C-spine and TL-spine at 7T using the default RF shim,
the required steps to achieve the tailored RF shim27 and the
proposed calibration-free US for the first unseen subject
of group testCTLSpine. The US for C-spine was computed
using all six datasets of group libCSpine and the US for
TL-spine was computed using all nine datasets of group
libTLSpine. The code for the US design and the B+1 data
sets can be downloaded from https://github.com/chaigner
/UShim.

Three unseen test-cases (testCTLSpine) underwent
additional, vendor-provided saturation based absolute B+1
mapping32 with and without the US (nominal FA= 8◦,
TE/TR= 2.18/5000 ms, FOV= 384× 384 mm2, voxel
size= 4,7× 4,7× 5 mm3, TA= 10 s) using a non-selective
rectangular saturation pulse with an RF duration of 500 μs.

2.6 Experimental validation
of universal shims

3D high-resolution Cartesian multi-echo GRE scans
were obtained for C-spine under free-breathing (nominal
FA= 10◦, TE1/TE2/TE3/TR= 2.04/4.08/6.12/27.69 ms,
FOV= 352× 212× 192 mm3, voxel size= 1× 1× 1 mm3,
TA= 3 min 24 s), and during breath-hold
in 2D for TL-spine (nominal FA= 30◦,
TE1/TE2/… /TE5/TR= 2.25/5.25/… /14.25/40 ms,
FOV= 384× 244 mm2, voxel= 1× 1× 2 mm3, TA= 10 s)
in all three subjects of group testCTLSpine using the
pre-computed US. In the case of TL-spine scans, the
datasets were acquired with the tune-up ΔB0 shim,
whereas the datasets of the C-spine scans were acquired
using the tailored ΔB0 shim.

2.7 Statistical analysis

A one-sample t-test was used to identify statistically sig-
nificant differences in the CV and B+1 efficiency, 𝜂, of SC
ROIs between different groups, for example, different RF
shim settings or different subject groups. We performed
the t-test with the null hypothesis that the difference of
the CV or 𝜂 from two groups comes from a normal dis-
tribution with a mean equal to 0 and unknown variance.
The results were considered statistically significant if p was
<0.05. Statistically significant results are denoted by a star
(*) and non-statistically significant results are denoted by
“NS” in the figures.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 provides a comprehensive overview of the influ-
ence of various RF shims on the resulting B+1 transmit and
B+1 efficiency profiles for the first subject of the testCTL-
Spine group. It is noteworthy that the cost function for
tailored and universal pulse design was designed to mainly
improve the B+1 efficiency by weighting it with 95% for 𝜂
(efficiency) and 5% for CV (homogeneity), which could be
modified if necessary. A qualitative assessment reveals that
both tailored and universal RF shims enhance the com-
bined B+1 magnitude, homogeneity, and efficiency within
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(A)

(B)

(C)

F I G U R E 1 This figure illustrates the B+1 transmit and efficiency profiles predicted for three different pTx settings in the cervical spine
and the thoracic and lumbar spine for the first subject of group testCTLSpine. (A) Default Shim: The application of the default shim (not
optimized for the SC) results in a heterogeneous B+1 distribution and low B+1 efficiency in the SC, leading to suboptimal excitation quality. (B)
Tailored pTx RF Shim: The tailored pTx RF shim, optimized specifically for the outlined ROI, demonstrates a significantly improved B+1
homogeneity and efficiency, translating into higher-quality SC images. (C) Universal pTx RF Shim: The precomputed calibration-free
universal pTx RF shim, generated from a library of six and nine different B+1 datasets (C-spine and TL-spine), eliminates the need for lengthy
pTx adjustments, saving up to 10 min of scan time.

the target region (delineated by a white overlay in the
figure) compared to the default shim, which is not opti-
mized for the C-spine or TL-spine. Quantitatively, for the
C-spine, CV decreases from 31% (default) to 28% (tailored
RF shim) and 27% (US), while the B+1 efficiency improves
from 46% (default) to 91% (tailored RF shim) and 85% (US),
which was the aim of the optimization. Similarly, for the
TL-spine, the CV is reduced from 22% (default) to 12%
(tailored RF shim) and 17% (US), and the B+1 efficiency
increases from 40% (default) to 82% (tailored RF shim) and
82% (US). An efficiency increase of a factor of two corre-
sponds to a two-fold higher FA, which would otherwise
only be possible with four-fold RF power.

Figure 2 depicts the magnitude and phase of
channel-wise relative 2D B+1 maps encompassing the
C-spine (2 mm in-plane resolution; 4 mm slice thick-
ness) and 3D B+1 maps including the TL-spine (4 mm
isotropic) of the first subject from the unseen test cases
of group testCTLSpine. Remarkably, both the magnitude

and phase of each of the eight channels do not reflect
breathing artifacts, even in the torso where respiratory
and cardiac motion is present, despite the underly-
ing 3D Non-Cartesian GRE data being acquired under
free-breathing conditions. This observation holds true
for all subjects, demonstrating the robustness of our
3D Non-Cartesian GRE based relative B+1 mapping
methodology in the presence of motion.

Figure 3 illustrates the trade-off between B+1 field
homogeneity and transmit efficiency achieved by the pro-
posed US using different cost function weightings for the
C-spine (libCSpine) and TL-spine (libTLSpine) libraries.
For libCSpine, prioritizing homogeneity (100% CV weight-
ing) leads to a low CV (15%) but also a low efficiency
(46%). Conversely, prioritizing efficiency (100% 𝜂 weight-
ing) results in a higher CV (32%) but also higher efficiency
(90%). LibTLSpine exhibits a smaller range of achiev-
able CV and 𝜂 values. Prioritizing homogeneity (100%
CV weighting) yields a CV of 16% and 𝜂 of 74%, while
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(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 2 This figure presents the relative channel-wise B+1 maps (magnitude and phase) for the first subject of group testCTLSpine,
showcasing the channel distribution and B+1 homogeneity across the cervical spine (C-spine) and thoracic-lumbar spine (TL-spine) regions.
(A) C-spine: The B+1 maps clearly demonstrate the U-shaped arrangement of channels positioned adjacent and posterior to the brain/neck
region. (B) TL-spine: A representative 2D slice from the 3D B+1 maps of the TL-spine region is presented. Four channels are positioned on the
chest, while four others are arranged under the subject’s back. The phase angle of channels 2 to 8 are computed relative to channel 1.

prioritizing efficiency (100% η weighting) leads to a CV
of 22% and 𝜂 of 80%. The proposed weighting (5% CV,
95% 𝜂) achieves a balance between homogeneity and effi-
ciency, resulting in a CV of 26% for libCSpine and 17%
for libTLSpine, with a corresponding 𝜂 of 82% and 78%,
respectively. The different USs were calculated for a library
size of six (libCSpine) and nine (libTLSpine) different sub-
jects. The US performance for different library sizes in
terms of CV and 𝜂 have been computed in a retrospective
simulation study and are shown in Figure S1. These simu-
lations demonstrate that increasing the number of subjects
in the library does not affect the robustness of the USs for
B+1 field homogeneity and efficiency. For experimental val-
idation, we focused only on the two proposed USs (US6 for
cervical spine and US9 for thoracolumbar spine) and the
two default RF shim configurations.

Figure 4 compares the default shim (not optimized for
the C-spine) with a C-spine US. Qualitatively, the Figure

shows the resulting B+1 transmit profiles and B+1 efficiency
for all three subjects of libCSpine. While the default shim
results in a variable and low B+1 transmit profile and effi-
ciency 𝜂(r), the C-spine US results in higher B+1 values
and efficiency in the target region of subjects from libC-
Spine and testCTLSpine. Quantitatively, the US showed a
slight CV reduction (29% to 28%), and a two-fold increase
in mean B+1 (11 to 20) and 𝜂 (0.44 to 0.83) in the C-spine
region (as outlined in the Figure by a white overlay).

Figure 5 compares the default shim (not optimized for
the TL-spine) with a TL-spine US. B+1 predictions and RF
efficiency are shown for all three subjects of libTLSpine
along with a qualitative evaluation in the target regions
outlined by a white overlay. Like the results shown in
Figure 3 for the C-spine region, the results for the TL-spine
region also show a variable and low B+1 transmit profile
using the default RF shim setting. Both, the B+1 transmit
homogeneity and efficiency are improved applying the US.
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8 AIGNER et al.

E E

F I G U R E 3 RF shim performance
of different universal RF shims
designed using different cost function
weightings. Depicted are the B+1
transmit efficiency (𝜂) and B+1 transmit
homogeneity (measured by the CV)
across all C-spine and TL-spine ROIs in
libCSpine and libTLSpine, respectively.
These two cost function terms are
weighted by λ. For instance, λ= 0
indicates full weighting of 𝜂 (100%) and
no impact of the CV (0%). On the other
hand, λ= 1 indicates full weighting of
CV (100%) and no impact of the 𝜂 (0%).
The later used cost function weighting
of 5% CV and 95% 𝜂 is marked by a
circle.

Quantitatively, the US reduced the CV two-fold (30% to
13%) and doubled 𝜂 (0.42 to 0.78).

Figure 6 shows the absolute FA measurements uti-
lizing the default RF shim and US for the C-spine and
TL-spine of all subjects in the testCTLSpine group. The FA
increase in the target regions (highlighted by a white over-
lay) is noticeable for the UP versus the default RF shim.
Across all three subjects, measured FAs in the C-spine
exhibited a 51% increase, from 52◦ (default) to 79◦ (US).
Similarly, a 48% FA increase is observed in the TL-spine
region, with average measured FAs of 25◦ (default) and 37◦
(US). Along the C-spine we observe a heterogeneous FA
profile stemming from the cost function weighting (95%
for 𝜂 (efficiency) and 5% for CV (homogeneity)) which
could be changed to homogeneity at the cost of B+1 transmit
efficiency (see Figure 3).

Figure S4 depicts a representative slice of ΔB0
maps obtained in the C-spine using a 2 mm isotropic
dual-echo GRE sequence. Optimized shims yielded a sig-
nificant decrease in RMS error (RMSE) (mean of 296 to
102 Hz) and SD (mean of 117 to 102 Hz) compared to
vendor-supplied tune-up shims. Note that motion artifacts
in the TL-spine region hindered tailored shimming in this
area, necessitating further exploration of motion-robust
approaches.

Figure 7 displays three orthogonal slices from a 3D
multi-echo GRE dataset acquired during free-breathing
using the proposed US in the C-spine and a tailored ΔB0
shim for the first of three unseen test cases. A video show-
casing the entire 3D volume for all unseen test cases
is available in the Supporting Information Material. The
image quality appears excellent in the C-spine and sur-
rounding tissues, including the vertebrae, brainstem, and
cerebellum, even though these areas were not explicitly
considered in the pulse design.

Figures 8 and S4 showcase a sagittal slice of the 3D
multi-echo GRE images obtained during free-breathing
using US in the C-spine and a tailored ΔB0 shim. More-
over, a 2D multi-echo GRE image was acquired during
a breath-hold using US in the TL-spine for all three test
subjects. Qualitatively, excellent image quality is apparent,
even at longer TEs, as evident in Figure S5. This sub-
stantiates the feasibility of calibration-free pTx across the
cervical, thoracic and lumbar SC.

4 DISCUSSION

UHF SC MRI presents a unique set of challenges that
hinder its widespread adoption in research and clinical
settings6: First, the pronounced spatial magnetic field vari-
ations (ΔB0) of several hundred Hz, second, the spatially
variable FAs, signal voids, and spatially varying contrast
induced by B+1 field inhomogeneities, and third, the large
FAs that are often needed, particularly for sequences
like MP2RAGE, FLAIR, and DTI, which demand high
B+1 efficiency from the employed RF coil. Conventional
combined-mode usage with static RF phase sets provided
by coil manufacturers often restricts the coil’s adaptabil-
ity and limits its flexibility across different body regions.
In our experience, coils optimized for other body regions,
such as neck or cardiac region, exhibit dropout artifacts in
the C-spine and TL-spine when utilized in the combined
mode, rendering them unusable without pTx implementa-
tion. Even for dedicated C-spine RF coils, the performance
based on vendor-provided shim settings may not be opti-
mal, necessitating the use of tailored pTx to achieve the
best possible coil performance.33

This study addresses the challenge of achieving
uniform excitation across the C-spine and TL-spine
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AIGNER et al. 9

F I G U R E 4 Prediction (A) and RF
efficiency (B) in a single sagittal slice in
the unseen test cases (testCTLSpine)
utilizing the default shim setting and
the optimized universal phase shim
specifically designed for the six C-spine
regions from the library. The US
outperforms the default shim with
lower CV (36% vs. 26%) and significantly
increased RF efficiency (0.46 vs. 0.82)
across the library and test cases,
resulting in nearly a two-fold increase
in the B+1 values, as demonstrated by the
box plots in (A) when employing the
US. Statistically significant outcomes
are denoted by a star (*), while
non-statistically significant results are
indicated as “NS”. The results in the
library are shown in Figure S2.

(A)

(B)

regions using pTx-enabled RF coils optimized for a
different body region. Furthermore, the proposed uti-
lization of calibration-free pTx alleviates the need for
time-consuming calibration procedures associated with
subject-specific tailored pTx. To address this, we have
developed a pTx scheme based on a universal (phase-only)
RF shim specifically designed for the C-spine and TL-spine
regions, respectively. These US consistently demonstrate
low CV values across unseen datasets and exhibit a signif-
icant two-fold enhancement in B+1 efficiency compared to
the default shim setting, reaching approximately 0.8. This
translates to the availability of approximately 80% of the
coil’s maximal RF B+1 magnitude, achieved with low CV
values of 13% for the TL-spine and 28% for the C-spine
region (the higher values being attributed to partial coil
coverage of the lower C-spine elements).

We have observed a difference between the mea-
sured absolute FA increase of approximately 50% between
default and US compared to the predicted two-fold

increase in B+1 efficiency based on the relative B+1 maps.
This gap was consistent across both US experiments in
the C-spine and the TL-spine, respectively. In this study,
mapping of the relative 2D/3D magnetic field distribution
for pTx pulse design was accomplished employing a small
FA technique, rather than using absolute maps.29,31,34 This
approach was selected over alternative relative field map-
ping methods due to two primary advantages: its rapid
acquisition time and its robustness against motion or flow
artifacts stemming from short echo times. However, since
the maps provide relative rather than absolute field val-
ues, they are subject to biases introduced by the square
root of the proton density and the assumption that the
sum of the magnitudes of all transmit channels is approx-
imately equal to the sum of the magnitudes of all receive
channels. Consequently, deviations from the actual field
are anticipated, particularly in close proximity to the coil.
Nonetheless, the same approach, which was employed
here to attain B+1 maps, has been successfully applied in
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10 AIGNER et al.

(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 5 B+1 prediction (A) and RF efficiency (B) in a single sagittal slice in the unseen test cases utilizing the default shim setting
and the optimized universal phase shim specifically designed for the nine TL-spine regions from the library. The US outperforms the default
shim with lower CV (34% vs. 16%) and significantly increased RF efficiency (0.42 vs. 0.78) across the library and test cases, resulting in nearly
a two-fold increase in the B+1 values, as demonstrated by the box plots in (A) when employing the US. Statistically significant outcomes are
denoted by a star (*), while non-statistically significant results are indicated as “NS”. The results in the library are shown in Figure S3.

several applications in the human body at 7T, including the
generation of shimming solutions, spokes pTx pulses and
non-selective kT-points pTx pulses for the heart.19,20,27,31,35

However, the aforementioned assumptions in the rela-
tive B+1 mapping might explain the differences between
the measured absolute FA increase of approximately 50%.
Another contributing factor might be deviations result-
ing from the employed absolute mapping method32 that is
known to suffer from limited accuracy and dynamic range
in regions with low SNR. If higher accuracy is needed,
hybrid B+1 mapping method based on MR fingerprinting36

or more advanced turbo flash approaches33 could be con-
sidered. The proposed US scheme offers comparable B+1
performance to tailored RF shimming while eliminating

the need for extensive calibration times, typically ranging
from 5 to 10 min.

The relatively long calibration time of up to 10 min
arises from the implementation of our custom B+1 adjust-
ment framework, encompassing B+1 mapping (1–4 min),
raw data export (<1 min), B+1 map reconstruction and com-
putation (∼1 min), manual ROI placement (∼1 min), tai-
lored RF shimming and quality checks (∼1 min), and pulse
file generation and export to the MR scanner (∼1 min).
While the vendors could partially streamline this work-
flow by incorporating these steps directly into the MR con-
sole of their latest generation 7T scanners, tailored pTx still
demands a significant time investment of several minutes.
The proposed US in the C-spine and TL-spine, respectively,
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AIGNER et al. 11

F I G U R E 6 Measured FAs in a single sagittal 2D-slice employing a TFL approach in the C-spine and TL-spine of the three test cases
(target FA of 90◦). In both regions, two sets of FA measurements are presented: the first utilizing the default shim, and the second employing
the US optimized for the respective libraries. The line plot illustrating the mean flip angles (FAs) along the SC reveals significantly elevated FAs
(approximately a 50% increase in both regions) when the US is applied. To effectively suppress noise outside the body, the measured B+1 maps
were subjected to manual masking based on a sum-of-squares image derived from the 8/32 receive channels of the two employed RF coils.

F I G U R E 7 3D view of the
multi-echo GRE data in the C-spine
using the calibration-free universal RF
shim in the first of the three unseen test
cases. The data were acquired during
free breathing in 3D with a 1 mm
isotropic resolution.

offer the flexibility to be implemented as a “combined
mode” hardware solution with tailored local SAR super-
vision adjustments, particularly in terms of power per
channel limit values.

Additionally, several studies have highlighted the detri-
mental impact of motion on the efficacy of tailored RF

shims and dynamic RF pulses.37,38 This effect stems from
potential discrepancies between the acquired B+1 maps and
the actual B+1 transmit profiles during RF pulse application
due to patient motion, respiration, or other displacements.
In contrast, several studies demonstrated an inherent
motion robustness of universal pulses due to anatomical
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12 AIGNER et al.

F I G U R E 8 2D and 3D multi-echo
GRE data in the C-spine and TL-spine.
The TL-spine data presents a single 2D
slice acquired during a breath-hold
(1 mm in-plane resolution; 2 mm slice
thickness), while the C-spine is imaged
during free-breathing in 3D with a
1 mm isotropic resolution. Data from a
later echo time are shown in Figure S5.

intersubject differences and resulting spatial differences of
the underlying B+1 maps and target regions.19,20

Calibration-free pTx employing universal RF pulses
effectively alleviates the challenges associated with
lengthy and error-prone tailored pTx approaches and has
been successfully implemented in various body regions,
including the brain, heart, and C-spine.16,19,21,25 However,
only a few studies have explored the use of universal RF
shims for specific applications, such as localized spec-
troscopy17 or a simulation study that focused on combined
brain-neck imaging,18 with the latter work limited to sim-
ulations, despite their inherent advantages in terms of ease
of design and application. Moreover, this shortage of appli-
cations is striking given that the temporal B+1 efficiency of
dynamic pulses, such as kT-point pulses, is compromised
by the additional RF dead time during gradient blips.
Additionally, dynamic pulses necessitate external loading
into the sequences, often requiring modifications to the
sequence source code and custom compilation. While
dynamic pTx offers greater degrees of freedom compared
to RF shimming, particularly useful for pTx of larger vol-
umes encompassing the entire brain, liver, or heart, our
results demonstrate that RF shimming with the employed
coils is sufficient for the long, but relatively narrow diam-
eter of the SC. In this work, we prioritize achieving high
B+1 efficiency, as opposed to solely maximizing spatial B+1
homogeneity, which has been shown to negatively impact
B+1 efficiency.15 This was achieved by optimizing the cost

function with a weighting of 95% for B+1 efficiency and
5% for B+1 homogeneity measured by the CV. This ratio
can be tailored to accommodate specific requirements,
such as enhancing B+1 homogeneity at the expense of RF
performance with more efficient RF coils.

We have also investigated the potential benefits of
designing universal magnitude and phase RF shims com-
pared to the proposed phase-only US. While simulations
showed improvements in terms of transmit homogene-
ity or efficiency (e.g., C-spine magnitude and phase US
resulted in a CV reduction from 26% to 19% with fixed
transmit efficiency compared to a phase-only US), practi-
cal limitations emerged. The optimized magnitude solu-
tions often had extreme values (e.g., the above-mentioned
C-Spine magnitude and phase US solution had four chan-
nels with a magnitude close to 0 and four channels with a
magnitude close to 2). In our pTx setting, RF power con-
straints are enforced per channel to meet local SAR limita-
tions. Using such a magnitude distribution with unequal
RF power allocation would lead to lower overall RF per-
formance compared to the phase-only case (e.g., lower
achievable FAs before reaching SAR limits).

This study investigated the feasibility and advantages
of employing calibration-free pTx via US to facilitate and
expedite SC imaging at 7T. The results demonstrate that
US markedly enhances the B+1 efficiency and B+1 unifor-
mity within the targeted C-spine and TL-spine regions,
with minimal loss of performance compared to tailored
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AIGNER et al. 13

shimming. Moreover, the application of calibration-free
pTx-based US extends the imaging capabilities of the
employed coils, enabling the simultaneous acquisition
of both the C-spine and cerebellum, or the vertebrae,
intervertebral discs, and the SC itself. This expansion of
imaging scope paves the way for more comprehensive SC
investigations at UHF. Furthermore, the calibration-free
nature of pTx-based US eliminates the need for extensive
pTx expertise and prolonged adjustment time, significantly
streamlining the imaging workflow. These findings under-
score the transformative potential of calibration-free pTx
in pushing SC imaging at UHF and beyond.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This in-vivo study demonstrates the experimental imple-
mentation and highlights the advantages of universal
RF shims for calibration-free SC imaging at 7T for
different SC regions and RF coils. The proposed US
approach achieved very high B+1 efficiency of approxi-
mately 80% of the theoretical coil maximum. The appli-
cation of US enables seamless pTx in the SC, eliminating
the requirement for time-consuming calibration proce-
dures. This approach, in combination with motion-robust
non-Cartesian approaches, holds promise for advancing
SC imaging capabilities at UHF.
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FIGURE S1. Retrospective simulation study that shows
the impact of different library sizes on the RF shim per-
formance in terms of B+1 transmit homogeneity measured
by the Coefficient of Variation (CV) and the B+1 transmit
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efficiency (𝜂). The subscript indicates how many different
subjects were included in the pulse design. All RF shims
were evaluated on all subjects (9 for the C-spine and 12
for the TL-spine). In the experimental validation, we mea-
sured the absolute B+1 maps with the two proposed univer-
sal shims (US6 for the C-spine and US9 for the TL-spine)
and the two default RF shim configurations.
Figure S2. Prediction (A) and RF efficiency (B) in a sin-
gle sagittal slice utilizing the default shim setting and the
optimized universal phase shim specifically designed for
the six C-spine regions from the library. The Universal
Shim (US) outperforms the default shim with lower coef-
ficient of variation (CV) (36% vs. 26%) and significantly
increased RF efficiency (0.46 vs. 0.82) across the library
and test cases, resulting in nearly a two-fold increase in the
B+1 values.
Figure S3. B+1 prediction (A) and RF efficiency (B) in a
single sagittal slice utilizing the default shim setting and
the optimized universal phase shim specifically designed
for the nine TL-spine regions from the library. The Uni-
versal Shim (US) outperforms the default shim with lower
coefficient of variation (CV) (34% vs. 16%) and significantly
increased RF efficiency (0.42 vs. 0.78) across the library
and test cases, resulting in nearly a two-fold increase in the
B+1 values.
Figure S4. Measured GRE-based field map of a single
sagittal slice, selected from a 3D volume, utilizing the Uni-
versal Shim setting in the C-spine of the three test cases,
both before and after 2nd order B0 shimming to address
magnetic field inhomogeneities within the spinal cord.

The shim volume is outlined with a dashed line and was
performed for the entire 3D SC volume using the SC Shim-
ming Toolbox. The unshimmed and shimmed field maps
unveil persistent high-frequency field distortions along the
cord, particularly near the intervertebral junctions.
Figure S5. 2D and 3D multi-echo GRE data in the C-spine
and TL-spine at a later echo time compared to the data
shown in Figure 7. The TL-spine data presents a single
2D slice acquired during a breath-hold (1 mm in-plane
resolution; 2 mm slice thickness), while the C-spine is
imaged during free-breathing in 3D with a 1 mm isotropic
resolution.
Video S1. “Animation of sagittal images at the first echo
time from a 3D multi-echo GRE acquisition of the cervi-
cal spine using the proposed calibration-free universal RF
shim in all three test cases. The data was acquired at 1 mm
isotropic resolution during free breathing. To comply with
local data security rules, the area around the eyes has been
masked. More image data for other orientations and later
echo times can be found in Figures 7 and 8 and Supporting
Information Figure S5.”
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